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apply for a grant.

AIE00004

Arts in Education Grant Information

The Arts in Education Grant
provides funding for two
types of arts education: the
cultural field trip grant and
the educational program
grant.

Purpose  Cultural Field Trip:
Provides opportunities for children
in the City of Boulder to visit art
exhibitions, performances, museums and to be engaged in cultural experiences. Program Grant: Provides
funding for programs in which individuals can participate in and learn about art.

Eligibility  Award of a Spark Grant or Major Grant will make the recipient ineligible for an Arts in Education
Grant during the same calendar year. Cultural Field Trip: Public or private school principals, administrators, or
educators with the approval of their school administrators, are eligible. Home school associations are eligible
contingent upon demonstrating that a significant number of students will be committed to the activity.
Program Grant: Individuals and 501(c)3 non-profit organizations are eligible. If working with schools, applicant
must provide a letter from the school administrator confirming ability for students to participate in the
program.

Maximum Award  $3000

Deadline to submit applications

  Round 1  5 p.m., Wednesday, March 5, 2014

  Round 2  5 p.m., Wednesday, October 1, 2014

GENERAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Residency  Applicants must be either individuals residing in, or organizations/businesses headquartered in,
Boulder.  Note: Addresses with a postal zip code beginning with 803 will be considered as residing in Boulder. 
Post office boxes are not accepted.  
Non Profit Verification  When required as part of grant eligibility, applicants must provide formal IRS
documentation of their 501(c)3 status or formal IRS documentation indicating a pending application.
Contractual Age  All applicants must be of legal contractual age as defined by the state of Colorado (18).
City of Boulder Conflict of Interest  City employees are not eligible to receive grant funding for personal
proposals. Funding for City of Boulder programs, and/or collaborations may be considered.
Good Standing  Applicants must be in good standing with the Boulder Arts Commission having met
agreed-upon deadlines for any previous BAC-sponsored project, and/or made good faith efforts to comply with
BAC requests regarding previous projects.
Civil Rights Act Compliance  All applicants must comply with Title VII of the U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1964
and Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to the end that no person in the United States shall,
on the grounds of race, color, national origin, physical or mental handicap, sex or religion, be excluded.
Location  The product (performance, piece of art, etc.) funded in whole or in part by the BAC must be
provided to the Boulder community. Any product that receives other funding may be held in another
municipality or area, provided that at least one performance is provided within Boulder Valley as defined in the
Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan, and is for the direct benefit of the Boulder community.
Time Frame  Major and Spark Grant projects must be completed by December 31 of the year of award.  Arts
in Education Grant projects are allowed to carry over to the subsequent year.
Venue Confirmation  Unless the applicant owns/operates the venue in question, all applications must
include a letter of commitment from the venue(s) involved indicating project dates and rental fees. Letters
should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed by the author; email
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correspondence is not accepted. A contract with the venue including the project dates and rental fees is an
acceptable alternative.
Partner/Collaborator Commitment  If other individuals or organizations/businesses are partnering with
the applicant to make the project possible,  a letter of commitment from each collaborator must be submitted
as an attachment. Letters should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed
by the author; email correspondence is not accepted.
Exclusions  Funds will not be provided for: Projects that have occurred before the grant deadline, capital
projects, fundraising events, the purchase of alcohol, receptions, equipment purchases, general operating
budgets and/or salaries for employees, performance seasons, debt reduction, travel, art therapy,
undergraduate or student projects or production of promotional materials such as a compact disc, videotape,
brochure, etc.
Application Method  Applications will only be processed through the Arts Grant Program website: 
www.boulderarts.org.  With the exception of the Open Grants, applications received in any other way will not
be considered.

REVIEW PROCESS
Deliberation  Grant proposals are reviewed at the Boulder Arts Commission (BAC) meeting the month of the
application deadline and funding decisions are announced at the meeting.
Evaluation of Applications  Funding in previous years does not imply continued support.  Each application is
reviewed anew in the context of current policies and applications.  Applicants that have received repeated
funding should be aware that the BAC looks for indication of growth and a fresh approach to their work. 
Evaluation Criteria and Scoring Schema Weights Arts in Education Grant proposals will be evaluated in
light of these general criteria:

Project Narrative

Is of a High Overall Artistic Quality  The project narrative indicates the ability to
achieve high overall artistic quality.  (weighted at 10% of score)

Promotes Artistic Diversity and Innovation  The project creates art that is unique,
innovative and promotes artistic diversity.  (weighted at 10% of score)

Plans for Documentation of the Project  Plans for documentation appear complete
and appropriate for the project.  (weighted at 10% of score)

1. 

Community Impact

Attracts a Substantial and Diverse Audience  Marketing plans for the project are
well defined, with a clear target audience and methods for reaching them.  (weighted at
5% of score)

Is of Benefit to the Residents of Boulder  The project has clear realizable plans to
engage the community, sparking interaction and conversation about art.  (weighted at
10% of score)

2. 

Demonstrates a Reasonable Budget and Narrative Explanation  (weighted at 5% of score)3.

Additional Arts in Education Grant Rating Criteria

Cultural Field Trip:

   The project impacts a high number of school children. (weighted at 20%
of score)

The project has a strong lesson plan that takes advantage of the cultural
destination or event. (weighted at 30% of score)

Program Grant:

The project contributes to greater program curricula. (weighted at 20% of
score)

 The project demonstrates sound classroom practices for the arts (when
applicable). (weighted at 15% of score)

The project promotes a lifelong interest in culture. (weighted at 15% of
score)

4. 
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GRANT AWARDS
Notifications and Dispersal of Funds Staff notifies all applicants of recommendations and declined
proposals, and begins the process of having checks cut and collecting any necessary supporting documents
and information. Recipients are notified when checks are ready to be picked up and must make an
appointment to sign contracts and pick up grant checks.
Award Amount  The BAC reserves the right to adjust the amount of a grant award offered to an applicant.
There are no restrictions as to the minimum amount that may be requested in a grant category.
Award Limitations  An individual or organization/business may only be awarded one grant per year. An
individual may not be awarded a grant on behalf of an organization/business if that entity has already been
awarded a grant. Additionally, award of a Major Grant in a given year will make the recipient ineligible for
Major Grant competition in the subsequent year.
Immigration Affidavit for Individuals  The State of Colorado law requires proof of legal residency at the
time of grant check pick-up.
IRS Taxation  Grant awards are non-transferable. Grant awards are taxable and are reported to the federal
government. Upon award, a current IRS form W-9 must be submitted for the City of Boulder Finance
Department records for each grant recipient, whether the recipient is an individual or an
organization/business.  The W-9 must be in the same name as the grant recipient named on the grant
application. Failure to supply the corresponding W-9 number will invalidate the grant award.
Issuance of Funding Checks  Except for the Spark Grant, which is funded at 100 percent at the outset, all
project grant categories are initially funded at 80 percent of the grant amount awarded.  The remaining 20
percent of the grant awarded is paid out upon receipt and BAC approval of the Grant Budget Report which is
required one month after the project is completed. Failure to submit a final Grant Budget Report will result in
permanent loss of the final 20 percent funds and also in ineligibility to apply for future grants.
Contract  When the check is ready for pick-up, the recipient will be contacted by staff to make an
appointment to sign a grant project contract with the City of Boulder. In the contract, the recipient will indicate
the completion date of the project and the date a grant budget report will be submitted to the BAC through
the on line system (required one month after the project is completed).
Acknowledgment of BAC Funding  All publicity for BAC-funded projects must include the following credit
line: This project is funded (or funded in part) by a grant from the Boulder Arts Commission, an agency of the
Boulder City Council. In lieu of the credit line, the BAC Logo may be used.

REQUIRED REPORTING ON FUNDING PROJECTS
Time Frame for Reporting  The grant budget report is due one month after the project is completed.
Method  Reporting is done through the on line system that the BAC uses at bac.culturegrants.org. Log in with
the same user name and password utilized to submit the application for funds. The reporting form is found
under Applications: My Data. Click on the first small blue icon out to the right of the appropriate report
document which will indicate “link to formset” as the computer mouse nears it.
Change in Project Completion Date If circumstances change in any way that will delay the recipient’s
ability to complete the project and the report promised in the contract, it is the recipient’s responsibility to
notify the Commission in advance of the original report deadline. Submit a letter addressed to the Arts
Commission with an update on the project status and a request to change the project completion date and
report due date (specific dates are required in the letter). Letters should follow the normal business standard,
on letterhead when possible and signed by the author; email correspondence is not accepted.
Responsibility  The grant budget report due date is the recipient’s responsibility to remember. The BAC
recommends that the recipient use whatever means will be successful to provide an alert that the report is due
shortly. It is also recommended that the reporting document be explored in advance to become familiar with
the information that will be required. There is no grace period for the report; the BAC does not issue
reminders.
Consequence of Delinquent Report  Unless an extension request is filed with the BAC and approved in
advance of the due date, a late report will result in loss of any remaining BAC funds attached to the grant
project. Additionallly, until the report is turned in and approved, the grant recipient and any individuals or
organizations/businesses attached as collaborators on the project will no longer be eligible to apply for BAC
grant funds.

I certify that I have read the above information and that this project meets the BAC’s eligibility requirements and, if a funding
award is made, will continue to comply with the BAC’s requirements and meet with guidelines for high artistic quality,
community impact, inclusiveness, funding acknowledgment and reporting. *   : 

 I certify
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Applicant Information

Discipline: *   : Theater

If Multi-Discipline, please
indicate which disciplines are
included.    : 

Please indicate which variation
of the grant category is being
pursued. *   : 

Program Grant

Applicant
(To what name would the grant
check
be written if awarded?)   : 

First Name *   : 

Last Name *   : 

Organization/Business
Cultural Field Trip: Public or private

school principals, administrators, or

educators with the approval of their

school administrators, are eligible.

Home school associations are eligible

contingent upon demonstrating that a

significant number of students will be

committed to the activity. Program

Grant: Individuals and 501(c)3

non-profit organizations are eligible. * 
 : 

Applicant Mailing Address
(Must be a Boulder street
address;
P.O. Boxes are not accepted.) * 
 : 

City *   : Boulder

State *   : Colorado

Zip Code *   : 

Organization Contact Name * 
 : 

Email *   : 
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Phone No. *   : 

Grant Writer Name

(if different from above)   : 

Phone   : 

Email   : 

Project Director Name

(if different from above)   : 

Phone   : 

Email   : 

To be completed by individual applicants

Organization Affiliation *   : none

Length of Residency of Applicant in the City of Boulder

From: *   : 

To: *   : 

To be completed by organization applicants

Annual Budget  *   : 1,399,729.00

Number of FTE (Full-time
Equivalent Employees)  *   : 

4

Number of Volunteers  *   : about 100/yr

Date Established *   : 01-01-1958

Project Information

1. Project Title (50 character limit) *   :
Shakespeare & Violence Prevention

2. Project Summary (A brief overview of your project): (500 character limit) *   :
The Shakespeare & Violence Prevention series is an innovative use of Shakespeare, live theatre, and the latest
research into bullying as powerful tools to educate Colorado students about school climate, positive behavior,
and relationship skills. Much Ado About Nothing centers on two couples whose relationships are directly
affected by gossip, demonstrating the dangerous and hurtful effects that rumors and gossip can have on a
social environment – or a school climate.
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3. Overall Calendar for project (dates of planning, preparation, execution and evaluation: (500 character limit) *   :
August 2014
Rehearsals for Much Ado About Nothing
Center for Study and Prevention of Violence (CSPV) conducts workshop training for cast of Much Ado
Study guides sent to schools

Sept-Oct 2014
Much Ado About Nothing tour
Troupe visits 8 schools/week for 6 weeks (48 schools max)
*BAC grant would fund 5 schools in Boulder*
Collect feedback from schools

Nov 2014
Follow up with schools to assess impact, encourage schools to administer school climate survey (via CSPV)

4. Project Completion Date
(This is the last day of any
public event related to the
project) *   : 

11-28-2014

5. Report Due Date (One
month following the project
completion date) *   : 

12-28-2014

6. Where will this project take place? NOTE:  Unless the applicant owns/operates the venue in question, a letter of
commitment from the venue(s) involved indicating project dates and rental fees must be submitted as an attachment.
Letters should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed by the author; email
correspondence is not accepted. A contract with the venue including the project dates and rental fees is an acceptable
alternative. If the applicant owns or operates the project venue, please make mention of this here. (250 character limit) * 
 : 
If awarded BAC funding, we can take this program to 5 Boulder schools at no cost to them:
Crest View Elementary
Columbine Elementary
Flatirons Elementary
Arapahoe Ridge High
Whittier Elementary

7. Who are your partners/collaborators? List groups, agencies, schools, or any other individuals who will be involved in the activation of this
project. NOTE: If other individuals or organizations are partnering with the applicant to make the project possible,  a letter of commitment from
each collaborator must be submitted as an attachment. Letters should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and
signed by the author; email correspondence is not accepted. If this is a solo project with no partners beyond the applicant, respond with
"None." (500 character limit) *   : 
Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence (CSPV)

8. Have you previously been awarded any Boulder Arts Commission Grants? Which type and what year(s)? (500 character limit) *   :
Yes. 2012 & 2013 Arts in Education Grants (to support previous Shakespeare & Violence Prevention projects)

Project Narrative & Community Impacts

PROJECT NARRATIVE

Briefly describe what you propose to do and how you plan to accomplish it. (1500 character limit)

* :
Since 2011, the Colorado Shakespeare Festival (CSF) and the Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence
(CSPV) have developed and toured two theatre programs: Twelfth Night (focused on bullying prevention) and
The Tempest (focused on revenge and forgiveness), which have been experienced by over 38,000 Colorado
schoolchildren. The third title in the series, Much Ado About Nothing, addresses the potentially disastrous
consequences of the rumor mill.

CSPV's research proves that the most effective way to prevent and address bullying is to focus on school
climate. A healthy school climate is one where all students and staff feel safe and respected. The Shakespeare
& Violence Prevention programs were designed to combine CSPV's research, Shakespeare, and live theatre as
powerful tools to educate Colorado students about positive behavior, relationship skills, and improve school
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climate.

50 minute performances take place on location at Colorado schools. Afterward, the actors (trained by CSPV)
conduct classroom workshops about the performance, how to counteract a negative school climate, and
provide strategies for students to prevent and disrupt bullying in their school. Each teacher receives a study
guide to prepare students for the visit, and resources from CSPV about violence prevention, and Safe2Tell, an
anonymous hotline for bystanders to report bullying and safety concerns.

A grant from BAC would provide this program to 5 Boulder schools at no cost to them.

Project Artistry, Diversity and Innovation Describe how the proposed project will create art that is unique, innovative and promotes artistic
diversity. (1000 character limit) *   : 
For many of the students in our audience, this is their first exposure to Shakespeare (and to live theatre) and
we believe this introduction should be of the highest quality. Our touring actors are professionals, many of
whom are hired from CSF’s acting company. Touring performances are also interactive; the actors engage the
students by speaking directly to them and including them in the schemes and secrets of the characters.
Performances are followed by brief talkbacks.

The real innovation in this project, however, is the inclusion of CSPV in the development and implementation
of the performance and workshops. This is not simply art for art’s sake, but art that teaches students how to
apply it to their lives. CSPV’s research on violence prevention, specifically patterns of bullying in elementary,
middle and high schools, is crucial to every stage of this project’s development and implementation.

Plans for Documentation List the proposed documentation you will present as proof of project completion, in addition to the required budget
report. (1000 character limit) *   : 
We collect information and responses from the schools in several ways. At the end of each workshop, our
actor/facilitators survey the students with three questions: 1) Did you enjoy the performance?; 2) After today’s
workshop, are you likely to speak up when you observe bullying in your school?; and 3) Would you like us to
come back to your school? Additionally, teachers and administrators are asked to submit a survey about their
experience with the project after our visit. One of the actors in the company also compiles a daily report from
the tour visits, sent to CSF administrators and other project stakeholders, with any anecdotes, impressions, or
other relevant information from that day’s touring activities. Results of these surveys and tour reports (where
applicable) will be included in the final report.

We also engage a photographer to document selected school visits, and the best of these photos will be
provided to BAC.

COMMUNITY IMPACT

Briefly describe how your project will achieve community engagement, interaction and conversation. How will it add to Boulder's unique identity
as an arts destination? (1500 character limit) *   : 
In addition to the interactive elements of the performance mentioned above, our school visits also include
classroom workshops that are specifically designed to instigate conversation about the themes of the
performance (in this case, the role of gossip and rumors in the characters’ community) and how those
situations and character choices relate to the students’ community – their school. These conversations teach
students how to apply theatre (and other art forms by extension) to their own lives, learning from the positive
and negative choices made by the characters. Workshops also use role playing with the students to try
different solutions to bullying scenarios so they feel prepared to intervene in a real life situation. These are
tools students can use to improve their school climate, and carry with them into their family and to the Boulder
community at large.

Shakespeare & Violence Prevention has already drawn positive regional and national media attention (see
attached supporting documents, including articles from Denver outlets and a segment on PBS NewsHour).
These pieces portray Boulder as a place that embraces innovative collaborations between arts and sciences,
between the university and the community at large.

Reaching a Substantial and Diverse Audience How many people are you planning to reach with your project? Who is your target
audience? How will you market your project to reach this audience? (1500 character limit) *   : 
This grant would subsidize school visits in 5 Boulder schools, reaching an estimated 1250 Boulder
schoolchildren (plus various teachers and administrators). We’ve opted to focus this grant on schools with
whom we have an ongoing relationship, allowing us to deepen and expand their experience with Shakespeare
and the Violence Prevention methods we’re introducing. These schools represent diverse Boulder populations;
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some are traditional learning environments, but many have higher than average free/reduced lunch numbers,
higher percentages of students from minority populations, English language learners, or are alternative schools
catering to students who have not succeeded in traditional learning environments.

The larger Shakespeare & Violence Prevention tour has visited schools throughout Colorado, including schools
throughout the Denver/Boulder area and in locations as far afield as Pueblo, Trinidad, Ft. Collins, and Telluride.
Since its inception in 2011, these projects (Twelfth Night, The Tempest, and now Much Ado) have been
experienced by over 38,000 Colorado schoolchildren. For many of these students, this is their first exposure to
Shakespeare in performance – and to live theatre in general.

Marketing for the tour is primarily conducted through email campaigns and follow up phone calls. Since we’ve
already secured commitments from these 5 schools, additional marketing will not be necessary to fulfill the
goals of this grant.

Community Benefit Give details as to how this project directly benefits and engages the residents of Boulder. (1000 character limit) *   : 
Communities are often measured by the quality of their education, and CSPV research tells us that students
and teachers do their best work when they have a healthy and supportive environment. By combining CSPV
research with live theatre, we have crafted a program that engages students’ empathy (a key element in
learning positive relationship practices) and gives them powerful tools to improve their school climate. These
tools can be applied in all areas of (and to all relationships in) their lives, not just the classroom.

Also, Colorado Shakespeare Festival is a cultural landmark in Boulder, and this tour is one way we bring
professional level Shakespeare performance to those who may not have access otherwise. By presenting in
schools (outside traditional theatre spaces), we are also expanding the definitions of theatre and where it can
take place.

Cultural Field Trip Students Impacted How many students will participate in the project?  (200 character limit)

   : 
NA

Cultural Field Trip Lesson Plan Give details as to how this project implements a lesson plan that takes advantage of the cultural destination
or event.  (1000 character limit)

   : 
NA

Program Grant Program Curricula Impacts Give details as to how this project contributes to greater program curricula.  (1000 character
limit)

   : 
-BVSD Personal Characteristics: Respect for others, Initiative and courage, Citizenship, Responsibility, Ethical
Behavior, Flexibility and Open Mindedness, Self-Respect are all characteristics that relate to school climate and
interpersonal relationships, which this project is specifically designed to improve.
-CO Drama and Theatre Arts: Create, Perform, and Critically Respond to theatre. Actors discuss script cuts and
production choices with the audience before the show (Create); workshops help students Critically Respond to
the performance and Create/Perform improvised scenes to help them apply the lessons and rehearse solutions
to the day to day situations at their school that could escalate into bullying scenarios.
-The tour (and live theatre generally) also addresses Speaking and Listening (English language curriculum);
the interconnectivity of theatre (through collaboration with CSPV); and dramatic literature (Much Ado About
Nothing).

Program Grant Classroom Practices for the Arts Give details as to how this project demonstrates sound classroom practices for the arts
(when applicable).  (600 character limit)

   : 
-Workshops combine CSPV research and theatre games and techniques to assist students with applying the
concepts and conflicts raised in the performance
-Preference for hiring actors with both exceptional performance abilities AND with teaching and classroom
management experience.
-Actor/teachers are given additional training from CSPV to facilitate these workshops.
-Professional quality theatre (and actors) in schools creates high standards to which theatre students can
aspire.
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Program Grant Lifelong Interest in Culture How does this project promote a lifelong interest in culture?  (600 character limit)

   : 
This program brings professional Shakespeare performance to Boulder youth, demonstrating the entertainment
and learning potential of theatre. We empower students to take responsibility for improving their community
using art/culture as powerful tools that can engage both empathy and intellect. By exposing them to 400 year
old plays, we help students connect to a world outside their own, geographically and chronologically. Our
ongoing relationships with Boulder schools teach students that theatre is not a one-time affair, but an art form
with potential for a lifetime of learning and enjoyment.

Budget Narrative & Summary

BUDGET NARRATIVE

Use of BAC Grant Funds Please specify how the BAC funds will be used. (1000 character limit)

* :
CSF will use the $3000 grant from BAC (if awarded) to directly subsidize school visits for 5 Boulder schools.
This money will provide free programs to five schools (though if some schools only require partial subsidy, we
will be able to reach more Boulder schools with these funds). Each Boulder school will receive a study guide, a
50-minute performance of Much Ado About Nothing, and three classroom workshops about bullying and
violence prevention, along with resource packets about bullying prevention.

BUDGET SUMMARY
Please complete each item in the budget.

NOTE: You must provide a detailed breakdown and description of each pertinent category in your budget
under EXPLANATION below.  List all grants other than BAC and if the grants are secured or pending.

EXPENSES AND DIRECT COSTS :

INCOME AND CONTRIBUTIONS  :

Items Expenses

1. Administrative Costs 650 

2. Production Costs 204 

3. Rental: Equipment and/or Facilities 0 

4. Publicity and/or Documentation 550 

5. Artists fees (Honoraria, Stipends) (Artists fees not to exceed $25/hour) 1596 

6. In-kind (space, supplies, volunteers) 0 

Total Expenses $ 3,000 

Items Income Contributions

1. Project Sales 0 0 
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When you click "Save" at the bottom of this page, the "Amount Requested From BAC" will automatically
subtract the total expenses from the total income.  The maximum amount you may request from the BAC is
$3,000.00.

Expense Totals   : $ 3,000

Income Totals   : 0

AMOUNT REQUESTED
FROM BAC   : 

3,000

LIST IN-KIND SERVICES AND AMOUNTS  Donated space, supplies, volunteer services (also known as in-kind contributions) are goods and
services that are donated by individuals or organizations other than the applicant.  These same items MUST be listed in the projects budget as
direct costs. (1000 character limit)

* :
NA

BUDGET EXPLANATION  Detailed breakdown and description of each pertinent category in your budget. (1000 character limit)

* :
ADMIN COSTS: $650
-Printed materials (study guides, informational packets for schools): $250
-Work Study student (to assist with school bookings): $400

PRODUCTION COSTS: $204
-Props, scenery, costumes: $150 (this represents a portion of the costs for the full tour, proportional to 5
school visits)
-Mileage: $54 (to reimburse actors to and from all 5 Boulder schools)

PUBLICITY/DOCUMENTATION: $550
-Photography: $550

ARTIST FEES: $1596
-Actor wages: $1416 (actors are paid $100 per day while on tour. This amount reflects 3 days’ pay for actors,
plus 12% of rehearsal wages)
-Director's Fee: $120 (12% of the director's fee)
-Workshop coordinator: $60 (12% of the workshop coordinator's fee)

INCOME
-Payment from schools: $0
(schools normally pay $550 for the program. The Boulder schools named above will receive the program at no
cost.)

Support Materials, Signature & Submission

2. Cash Donations 0 0 

3. Grants (other than BAC) 0 0 

4. In-kind (space, supplies, volunteers, etc.) 0 0 

5. Other 0 0 

Totals of Income and Contributions 0 0 

Grand Total 0 
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Attach the following support materials as indicated. Please submit pdfs and/or jpgs for all supplemental
materials except video and audio.

Click the Upload
button to upload
new files. Enter
title and
description.
Click Submit.
Your files will
appear below the
folder name and
folder size.

Hover over the
thumbnail of a
file, click and
hold to drag it to
a different place
in the order.
Hover the mouse
icon under the
thumbnail to Edit
a file. Hover the
mouse icon
under the
thumbnail to
Move or Copy a
file to a different
folder.

The system may
require you to
save between
uploading files. If
you encounter
difficulty, click
Save at the
bottom of the
page and
attempt again.

   : 

Arts in Education
Application
FY14-Application
- Arts In
Education Round
1 FY14 :  

Letter of
commitment from
Columbine
Elementary

Columbine_letter_take_2.pdf-  

Letter of
Commitment from
Crest View

Crest_View_Revised_letter.pdf-  

Letter of
Commitment from
Whittier

Whittier_Revised_Letter.pdf-  

Letter of
Commitment from
Flatirons

Flatirons_Revised_Letter.pdf-  

Letter of
Commitment from
Arapahoe Ridge

Arapahoe_Ridge_revised_letter.pdf-  

Photos and Other
Supplemental
Information

Photos_quotes_and_about_the_program_supplement.pdf-

Venue information
letter

Venue_explanation_letter.pdf-  

Much Ado About
Nothing Study
Guide

This is the study
guide we provide
to schools in
preparation for our
visit.

Much_Ado_Study_Guide.pdf-  

Westword article
April 2013

Westword_article_April_4_2013.pdf-  

Daily Camera article
March 2013

Daily Camera
article about
Shakespeare &
Violence Prevention

Daily_Camera_3_2_2013.pdf-  

PBS NewsHour
article March 2013

Video from this
article can be
accessed
embedded in the
web version of the
article:
http://www.pbs.org
/newshour
/rundown/anti-
bullying-lessons-
with-the-bard/

PBS_Article_March_28_2013_2.pdf-  

Partner/Collaborator
letter from CSPV

Letter of support
from project
collaborator, Center
for the Study and
Prevention of
Violence (CSPV).

CSPV_Letter_of_Support.pdf-  

IRS documentation
Colorado
Shakespeare 9_IRS501c3_Tax_Exempt_Letter.pdf-  
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Festival operates as
a program of the
University of
Colorado - CU's IRS
designation letter
attached.

Program Grant Non Profit Documentation for Organizations  If an organization applies for the Program Grant category, formal IRS
documentation of their 501(c)3 status or formal IRS documentation indicating a pending application must be submitted.   : 

 Attached

Organization/Business Supplementary Materials  Attach documents that provide structure, mission statement, vision statement, brief
history, programs, services and community your organization or business serves.   : 

 Attached

Individual Supplmentary Materials  Attach a current resume and artist statement.   : 
Attached

Project Supplementary Materials  Attach photographs, audio, video, press cuttings, etc. that speak to your ability to achieve similar or
better results in this proposed project.   : 

 Attached

Letter of Venue Confirmation  Unless the applicant owns/operates the venue in question, a letter of commitment from the venue(s) involved
indicating project dates and rental fees must be submitted as an attachment. Letters should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead
when possible and signed by the author; email correspondence is not accepted. A contract with the venue including the project dates and renta
fees is an acceptable alternative.   : 

 Attached

Letters of Partner/Collaborator Commitment  If other individuals,  organizations or businesses are partnering with the applicant to make
the project possible,  a letter of commitment from each collaborator must be submitted as an attachment. Letters should follow the normal
business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed by the author; email correspondence is not accepted.   : 

 Attached

Submission and Signature 

I certify that all information contained in this application and attachments is true and accurate.  All funded activities must provide equal

access and equal opportunity in employment and services and may not discriminate on the basis of disability, color, creed or religion. *   : 

 I certify

First Name *   : 

Last Name *   :

Date of
Submission *   : 

03-10-2014

TO COMPLETE AND SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION
All required fields must be filled in with the appropriate information and/or attachments. Click on the "Submit"
button and an email notification that your application has been received will be sent. Note that once the
application is submitted, it cannot be revised or added to. Please make certain that you have included all
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information and attachments prior to submitting.
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